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This twentieth-anniversary edition of the world&apos;s best-selling greywater book features adozen

more pages, complete information on the Laundry to Landscape system, new colorplates, extensive

revisions to every page, and dozens of new photos and figures.
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"Greywater for dummies and greywater encyclopedia in one information goldmine."--Dan Chiras,

author, The New Ecological Home; The Solar House"Required reading for those who want to

control their own destinies and responsibly steward an increasingly dwindling resource: clean

water."--Jonathan Todd, President, John Todd Ecological Design"Ludwig is a water visionary... The

most practical and complete presentation of the subject I have seen."--Michael MacCaskey, Editor

in Chief, National Gardening"You&apos;ll be in deep greywater without this book!"--Jeff Oldham,

Head Technician, Real Goods"Art Ludwig&apos;s books inform and inspire us... They are survival

guides in the age of global warming."--Satish Kumar, Editor, Resurgence magazine"Greywater for

dummies and greywater encyclopedia in one information goldmine."--Dan Chiras, author, The New

Ecological Home; The Solar House"Required reading for those who want to control their own

destinies and responsibly steward an increasingly dwindling resource: clean water."--Jonathan

Todd, President, John Todd Ecological Design"Ludwig is a water visionary... The most practical and

complete presentation of the subject I have seen." --Michael MacCaskey, Editor in Chief, National



Gardening"You'll be in deep greywater without this book!" --Jeff Oldham, Head Technician, Real

Goods"Art Ludwig's books inform and inspire us... They are survival guides in the age of global

warming." --Satish Kumar, Editor, Resurgence magazine

There has been nothing short of a revolution in the way greywater is managed and regulated. It has

been a thrill to be at the forefront of this transformation since 1990. We exist at a neutral crossroads

between regulators, installers, manufacturers, and researchers. This has positioned us well to be

the main provider of accurate greywater information over this time span. Whether you have every

one of our previous editions, or are brand new to greywater, I think you&apos;ll really get a lot out of

this new edition--our best ever.(Note: Our Builder&apos;s Greywater Guide has also just been

revised and has the latest on regulations and research).

Well written, beautiful photos.

Delivered on Time.Was what I was told and wanted. Great !!!!Packaging was very good.

Great book, a must have if you are interested in gray water.

Fantastic information. I'm loving it!

Good book. Gives you a lot to think about.

Finally - a book that covers the basics, and yet is technical enough to where I can hand it to a

plumber. In my case, the greywater I wanted to capture was from the roof, but it covers everything

from pee to rainwater.

This is a seriously practical book. If you are thinking grey water or urine diversion you really need to

read this book first.

Having used Art Ludwig's previous edition of "Create an Oasis with Greywater" as the bible of the

greywater movement, I was excited to see the additional information and insights in this newest, 6th

edition. Mr. Ludwig has expanded the book to include more about integrated design for water

conservation, as it is sub-titled. This book comes out of Art's continual exploration and investigation



of better, more efficient, and more sustainable greywater systems and includes ways they may be

integrated with other water reuse, rainwater harvesting and sustainable landscaping.Mr. Ludwig had

not yet developed the Laundry to Landscape system when I bought his 5th edition, printed in 2006.

In the meantime, L2L has become probably the most frequently installed greywater system in the

world. It is currently the only greywater system that can be installed without a permit in the state of

CA, as long as eleven basic conditions are followed.

http://www.santabarbaraca.gov/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?BlobID=154562 The addition of the

information on Laundry to landscape is reason enough to buy this book.Figure 7.5:Laundry to

landscape system takes up a full two pages, and is easy to read and very detailed. It shows options,

locations, sequence and shape of many of the materials for the system, and is an invaluable

resource on its own.The section "Experimental Adaptations for High-Efficiency Washers" is very

welcome, since many washers are now HE and their unique characteristics and challenges are

important to address.As stated in the introduction, this book has nine times more information as in

the first edition.I urge anyone interested in greywater reuse, for their own home or as a professional,

to buy this book, even or especially if you have a previous edition of 'Create an Oasis with

Greywater'. It is a must-have resource for a sustainable water future.
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